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E

very four months (it feels like weeks) I tap stuff into The Flag Stone with little
idea if anyone will read it. And if they do, what will they make of it: Bored,
intrigued, inspired, offended, or simply not moved in any way.
The Flag Stone is about connecting the community of people who have an
interest in dry stone walls. Actually I take ‘walls’ to be any structure (bridge,
ramp, sculpture, dwelling, BBQ) built with two or more stones and nothing else.
I’m guessing some readers might be interested in technical aspects of the
construction, others in the history, the art and design, or all of these. That is
what The Flag Stone is. It is not a newsletter – we have one of those.
I’m guessing also that all readers like to see examples of contemporary walls and
structures built by expert wallers. I never get tired of that. Many of us are just
enthusiastic amateurs who also appreciate reading about the walling exploits of
others like ourselves, learning as we go. But should we encourage run-of-the
-mill walls by publicising them? Should they be published with a
caveat/disclaimer, or is that plain patronising?

Tuggeranong boundary wall, ACT
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DSWAA gets quite a few enquiries from the
general public searching for a waller who can
build or repair a wall. We will only recommend wallers certified through the DSWA(GB)
system (or equivalent) for the simple reason
that we know what they are capable of – they
have passed the test (see TFS #51 p23). So
what should TFS do with articles featuring
un-certified (i.e. unqualified) tryers like me
(TFS #51 p17), particularly if their project appears to reveal significant errors?
All this has prompted me to start a Letters to
the Editor page. Very ‘old school’ I know. The
only criterion (beyond the obvious courtesy
and respect) is that the letter should be interesting to the general readership.
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Hermit’s Cave –

Lindy Wallace (DSWAA member)

Valerio Ricetti on bridge (and inset) with a rare couple of visitors to his Mia Sacra Collina

W

e came across the story of the Hermit of Griffith
during a recent road trip through the Riverina in
New South Wales. The Art Deco buildings of Leeton and
Griffith drew us to the area. However, reading about a
hermit’s cave in the hills above the town intrigued us.
After all who could resist a story of unrequited love,
resilience, skill and perseverance?
When we arrived at the escarpment overlooking Griffith
we found a complex extending over a kilometre across
the landscape. We expected to find a cave and were
pleasantly surprised to see shelters including the hermit’s
house, with a separate kitchen and a chapel. We saw the
remains of dry stone walls, terraced gardens, and water
cisterns and walked along stone paths and up stairs
carved into the rock. To our astonishment we read that
the moving of the hundreds of tonnes of stone and earth
was done by one man working alone and secretly at
night. Valerio Ricetti, an Italian migrant, built what is
now officially known as Hermit's Cave Complex, Scenic
Hill. It’s so significant it was added to the New South
Wales State Heritage Register in 2007.
Valerio Ricetti’s story before arriving in Griffith is one of
bad luck and hard times. A sixteen-year-old Italian
migrant, Valerio arrived in South Australia in 1914. He is
said to have worked at the Broken Hill Mine until 1918,
leaving after an unrequited love affair with a barmaid
who he’d hoped to marry. There followed many
adventures for Valerio with misfortune being his
companion. He worked as a timber-cutter, lived in
Adelaide, spent time in Adelaide Goal, lived in Melbourne

and worked on riverboats plying the Murrumbidgee and
Lachlan rivers. When he left his wallet behind in a brothel
in Adelaide and the doorman wouldn’t allow him to
retrieve it, he threw a rock through the window which
landed him in Adelaide Goal. In Melbourne a stranger
ran off with his coat after offering to pawn it for him.
There appears to be little documentary evidence of what
is the commonly accepted story of Valerio Ricetti. For
instance, there is no record of his arrival by ship in South
Australia, and his employment with Broken Hill mine is
verified as only 9 days. Although he must have been in
the town for a longer period as Valentino Ceccato, who
ran the boarding house there, recognised Valerio in
Griffith many years later. He also seems to have had a
few aliases over the years which makes verification more
difficult. It seems understandable to me that a young
man trying to make his way in a strange land while
experiencing heartbreak, being robbed, swindled and
jailed would try to reinvent himself. However, his story
before his arrival in Griffith seems inconsequential when
you see the extent of his achievements at Scenic Hill.
After fifteen years of wandering through South Australia,
Victoria and New South Wales doing ad hoc work such as
fruit picking, fencing, prospecting, he arrived on the
outskirts of Griffith feeling disillusioned and
downhearted in 1929. At Scenic Hill, when a rainstorm
hit, Valerio took shelter in the rocky outcrop. This is the
place where Valerio’s years of wandering came to a stop.
Exploring the next day he found an area under a large
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Hermit’s Cave

cont.

overhanging rock which was still dry despite the storm
and decided this would be his home.

used to slip into the town at night to secretly work in the
doctor’s garden.

Once he decided to stay there, he drew on skills he
learned as an apprentice stonemason in Italy. He
scavenged broken shovels, axes and mattock heads from
the local dump and fashioned handles from tree
branches. Afraid of being discovered, he worked at night
and early in the mornings for the first two decades of his
time there. Although we were unable to find it, he’d built
a stone-walled cave amongst the bushes where he would
hide from curious eyes.

Then in 1937 Valerio discovered, through an Italian man
who came across him on the hill, that his old friend from
Broken Hill, Valentino Caccato, now lived in Griffith.
Valentino gave him paid work on his farm and
encouraged him to become more sociable. Even though
Valerio remained living on the hill he called Mia Sacra
Collina (My Sacred Hill) he no longer hid from visitors .

Even though we were impressed by what remains of the
dry stone walls, those who saw them in original condition
must have been awestruck. One of the walls, built to
hold earth Valerio dug from under the overhanging rock
to make more space, was 9 metres long and 2.4 metres
high. For protection from the weather, he decreased the
size of the entrance to the cave to just over 1 metre wide
and 2 metres high by using stones and clay mortar.
However, maintenance in later years used cement
mortar instead of using Valerio’s clay-mortar and drystone techniques.

When Italy became a German ally in WW2, many Italians
were interned. Valerio spent from May 1942 to
December 1943 in camps at Liverpool, Cowra and
Barmera. He was released when Valentino Ceccato gave
him work and somewhere to live. While working in the
Ceccato’s vineyards and orchards, Valerio visited his cave
as much as possible.
With the money he’d earned, Valerio bought a return
ticket to Italy to visit his brother in 1952. Sadly he died
there six months later at the age of 54 and never
returned to
his beloved
sacred hill.
Entrance to
living quarters

As we wandered along the site, where Valerio had
ingeniously incorporated natural features in the
landscape, we found evidence of terraced gardens which
were connected by stairways and stone paths (see
above). We were amazed when we came across one of
the stone-lined cisterns he’d built to capture rainfall
run-off. As well as the tools, he also reclaimed plant
bulbs and seedlings from the dump. Some of the produce
and plants in his gardens were figs, grapes, peaches,
lettuce, sweet peas, tomatoes, bananas and wisteria. He
also had a diet of rabbits and pigeons which he caught
with a homemade catapult.
He was a shy man who shunned publicity, however life
changed for Valerio in 1935 when he broke his leg from a
fall and was taken to hospital. Even though he returned
to living as a recluse, it was heart-warming to read that
he was so thankful to the doctor who treated him, he

Dry stone
walls and
steps along
the escarpment

Reading visitors reviews prior our visit was disheartening
– ‘too shabby’, ‘paths not maintained’, ‘there’s nothing
there’, ‘complete waste of time’, ‘don’t bother’. We also
found the site to be rundown and neglected. However,
unlike those reviewers, who probably rarely ventured
beyond the parking area and lookout, we found a place
where a skilled, resourceful and hard-working craftsman
found shelter and security. It’s a great shame that
Ricetti’s legacy of a remarkable complex of caves,
gardens and dry stone walling, a site on the NSW
Heritage Register, may soon fade from memory because
of neglect.
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These remnant walls can talk

– Andrew Miller (DSWAA member)

Remnant walls south of Scarsdale provide excellent understanding of early boundaries and partitioning of the land

T

he wonderful craft of dry-stone walling can’t help but
capture attention when travelling through the landscapes of south-eastern Australia.

still available on the original wall alignments can provide
the opportunity for walls to be restored or rebuilt in the
future.

The walls are an important part of our built and cultural
heritage. Exploring, understanding and enjoying these
wonderful structures is very rewarding. Many walls still
stand impressively intact while others have suffered with
the passage of time.

Finally, we should be aware of the application of stone
and dry stone by aboriginal people for shelters and aquaculture. As such, it is critical that where stone appears to
have been deliberately placed or aligned in rural environments, that informed advice be sought to ascertain if
there is any cultural heritage to be taken account of.

It is the remnants of dry-stone structures that equally
attracts my attention.
I regularly travel through the area immediately to the
south-west of Ballarat. This year lower pasture growth
over winter exposed and made more visible lines of stone
crossing the undulating landscape south of Scarsdale.
Seeing the patterns and walking the lines of stones
proved to be rewarding in terms of understanding how
these remnant walls can reveal stories of the land-use by
the first gold miners and farmers in the area.
The walls may have been boundary walls, paddock walls
or possibly defined mining boundaries. Another stone
structure was a retaining wall, reducing the slope of the
land, possibly for ease of stock movement or gold mining
activity.
Remnant walls can easily be lost with contemporary
farming practices and it is wonderful when these survive
to tell the stories of early land use. And having the stone

Remnant wall transitioning into intact section gives understanding of the original walling style in this location
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Learning by Doing – Barbara Hogg (DSWAA member)

Dry Limestone wall, Kinclaven station, Nullarbor Plain
ineteen eighty-seven was the year I met my husband; Neil and I moved to his family home on a vast
cattle station on the western edge of the Nullarbor Plain.
Drought had ravaged the landscape. This was a lifestyle I
was very unfamiliar with, having recently returned from
more than eight years in Europe.

N

to build a dry stone wall replacing our front fence. Meanwhile the Nullarbor was being ravaged by what was to be
10 years of drought, so this was a good distraction and
the stones were visibly abundant. I would drive around
the station in the ute going to remote corners searching
for the perfect stones.

It was not so much the lack of vegetation that I noticed
but the white stones everywhere, all shapes and sizes.
Nullarbor limestone is dense and strong and the main
homestead was built in freestone style with brick quoins.
On neighbouring stations there are similar stone homesteads, outbuildings and tanks all built with that strong
durable limestone. Soon after arriving on the Nullarbor
Neil showed me how he had learnt to do flag stoning and
we started this around our cottage. Ever since I have
continued to find a use for stones in my environment.

That wall is 40m long and 1100mm high and took 12
months to build. All the stone was sourced from the
station.
Ten years later………...we are now living in the South East
of South Australia and have a little farm on the side of a
hill.

Perhaps I inherited my enthusiasm for stone walls from
my great-great-grandfather, William Smith, who migrated from England during the 1850s. He settled on Hindmarsh Island where he had a small farm and also worked
as a labourer building stone fences. As demonstrated in
the example below, he built beautiful walls with the local
limestone.
In 2009 I decided to try to build a dry stone wall. I had
done quite a lot of flag stoning by this stage and I had
seen many examples of how people had been more
creative using stone. My research started by perusing the
internet. Once armed with some knowledge I proceeded

William’s great-granddaughter Kathleen (my mother, c.
1980) by a stone wall he built on Hindmarsh Island
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Learning by doing

– cont..

I usually start my projects with at least a simple sketch of
what I want to achieve, however the design is always
flexible. There is an old quarry on our farm with a good
selection of yellow sandstone. A previous owner had also
piled up paddock stone which I mixed in with the quarry
stone and stone from the ‘cut’ for the house site. My
plan was to build two retaining walls behind the house
and one in front. Essentially, I would consider the wall in
front of the house to be a Ha Ha wall.

Looks like the spot for a stone retaining wall – building
stone stockpiled above
To make the most of our fabulous view we needed terraces, so while our new house was being built I started
on the top terrace behind the house, out of the way from
the construction works. There is a collection of old and
new sheds on this level so we put in a driveway to connect them with the wall bordering the drive.

The first wall progressed slowly and probably took about
a year to complete. Of course I became impatient and
had to start planting a cottage garden to add colour and

interest to what was otherwise a building site. I also had
to use the massive piles of stone excavated from the
house site below before the next level of the garden
could be planted out. By this stage we had a new Massey
Fergusson tractor which reduced the need for ‘man
handling’ the weighty stones. Lifting so many stones over
the years has taken a toll on the vunerable elbow joints.
The ‘L’ shaped wall has a gentle 90 degree curve. Being a
total of 33m long and 750mm at the highest point, the
wall tapers into the slope at one end. I have used flat cap
stones stones to finish the top and to form a nice boarder
for the garden. I have attempted to have the batter on
the outside face of the wall as upright as possible with a
slightly keener slope on the inside. I backfilled much of
this space quite tightly with more stone and topped with
soil. This wall has been very forgiving as a few sections
were knocked out by turning machinery. These were
easily rebuilt, a benefit of not using mortor.
My next wall was to be constructed between the wall I
had just completed and the house that was yet to be
built. On a whim, I wanted to incorporate stairs in the
wall connecting the levels. At 60m long and 950mm high
at the stairs, again it took 12 months to complete. As an
added precaution I used Geo Textile on the fill side of the
wall, then I backfilled with stones and the soil. I have
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Learning by doing

– cont..

planted a Crepuscule Rose hedge along the top of the wall to prevent any accidental falling from this level. This wall
tapers into the slope at both ends.
I have now completed the two walls behind the house and planning to start on the final wall (should the word ‘final’
ever be used by a dry stone waller!) in front of the house.
Although the structures are retainer walls, I built them as free-standing dry stone walls. I like to start building the
wall from the middle and work along each way to the end. It would be easier to use a laser level but not readily
available so I make it level by eye. One area of the wall slopes gently upwards to work with the contour of the land
but the slope is not obvious. Nothing is square or straight with natural shaped stones. I rarely change the shape of a
stone as in my mind I believe every stone has a place in the wall as it is, even if it is hearting for the centre.
The final wall is in the planning stages; it will be the most visible and will surround the green expanse of lawn in front
of the house. The wall will also serve to keep stock out of the horticultural area.
I will use the last wall to demonstrate my craft and show others how to start dry stone walling in their landscape.
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The window

– Robin Mulligan (DSWAA member)

The Window at St Mary’s Vineyard, Penola, SA

T

he window is something that never would have been
made but for an extreme weather event.

The physics involved was going to be different to what I
was used to, so I made a particular effort preparing the
site. The softer topsoil was scraped away and gravel laid
to make ground shift less likely. When the gravel was
compacted enough then the construction could begin.

The materials used were fieldstone from the paddock
and gravel from our quarry. Fieldstone consists of both
limestone and weathered sandstone, the limestone being a whiter stone that I prefer. I like its ability to keep its
white colour, while sandstone changes over time. Fieldstone on the property changes colour when shaped, so
all stones were selected for their natural shape. I assume
this gives different challenges to the construction of an
arch compared to using shaped stone. Shaped stone
could be made to span from one face of the arch to other
whereas in this case 2, 3 or 4 stones were required. This
made stone selection very important as the stones had to
apply a stable and locking force upon each other. The
sound gravel base and careful stone arrangement helped
me achieve this.

Site preparation

Building the arch over the form work

The southwest corner of Mum’s garden was never a
priority for redevelopment, but a huge storm in 2017
(The Flag Stone #51) caused such extensive damage to
that corner in particular that it had to be cleared. After
that and the damaged wall deconstructed a new design
was needed. So I decided to try something that I had
never done: a dry stone arch.
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The window

– Cont.

Originally the wall was too narrow to support a taller
construction so it was rebuilt with a base over a metre
wide. String-lines could not be used as the corner was
reshaped into a curve. A peg and string were used to
make the arc for the base stones but after that everything was done by eye. The base of the wall was easy
enough to build but much more attention was required
in the selection and placement of stones in the arch. The
selection of the keystone happened early on as its wedge
shape made it ideal and it made me understand the
importance of that one stone. It was set aside to for
placement at the end, which is a nervous moment as the
removal of the form-work follows. This was the test of
the construction. It passed. Years later it shows no sign of
shifting or failing.
Some more stones were used to fill out the arch shape
visually until I was happy with how it looked. Then we
began finishing the site as a small courtyard with a small
sandstone wall on the other side for delineation. A cut
redgum barrel was placed in the centre as a table with
two iron chairs. Visually this section of the garden is very
different to what it was and is now easier to maintain.

Tuggeranong boundary wall – Bruce Munday

I

n the early 1970s I lived in the little village of Tharwa, ACT. On the other side of the Murrumbidgee was the large
pastoral property Lanyon. Historically Lanyon at its northern boundary had butted up against another large
property, Yarralumla, and separating them was a dry stone wall. We might not associate such walls with Canberra
because it doesn’t seem old enough, but of course there was a life there before it became the nation’s capital.
Built between 1867 and 1875, the 1.8km boundary marker between the properties actually consisted of two main
sections: a stone wall and a ditch-and-bank. The former was mostly dry stone with a shorter section using mud
mortar. By the 1970s, 100 years on, the complex was threatened by the irresistible march of progress. This came in
the form of Tuggeranong. Fortunately ‘someone’ recognised the history embedded in the wall and a status report
led to conservation of 800m of the dry stone section. The mortared section and the ditch-and-bank were destroyed.
Where it is still intact, the wall stands about 1.2m high and is
battered from a 1m base. Built from field stones, its relative
intactness owes partly to the rabbit-proof fences built on either
side in the early twentieth century, but what is most remarkable
is its survival in the face of such widespread development.
This wall was registered on the National Estate in 1996, the
citation reading in part: ”The Tuggeranong Boundary Wall is a
rare and substantial ACT example of a nineteenth century dry
stone wall. This type of farm fencing is common in some other
parts of Australia, notably western Victoria, but is rare in the ACT”.
Visiting ACT you will find this wall running from near the confluence of Tuggeranong Creek and the Murrumbidgee to near the
intersection of Athllon Drive and Anketell St.
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Walling in Antarctica

– Andrew Garner (DSWAA committee)

D

uring the summer of 2017-18, I was fortunate to be employed as a geologist as part of the 71st ANARE team
heading south to Australia’s Davis Station in Antarctica. Davis Station is unusual in that it is situated on one of a
few rocky outcrops within an otherwise ice-covered continent. This provides seasonal habitat for a number of animals:
in particular Adelie penguins, a small but impressively tough species that have a secret talent that endeared them to
me: they are DRY STONE WALLERS!
Adelies build stone nests and spend a lot of their time in the breeding season collecting stone, sorting stone and
stealing stone from neighbors and rivals. Naturally, the latter behaviour is not condoned within polite society, but for
the Adelies, it can be a matter of life and death. The dry stone nest allows the egg to be elevated above any muddy
meltwater which would freeze the embryonic chick inside.
Late arrivals to the colony and inexperienced males will have poorer nest sites and less free stone to choose from,
resulting in either no breeding partner or lower survival rate of chicks.

Adelie pair building nest: female guarding, male bringing stone (Marcus Salton)

Adelie on large stone nest the ice behind will melt through summer
(Jean Pennycook)

Adelie on single egg (Marcus Salton)

Job nearly done! large chick on nest (Marcus Salton)
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Road repairs and stone walls

– Bruce Munday

Dry stone retaining wall under Port Germein Gorge Road; built 1935

P

ort Germein is a small coastal town a couple of hundred kilometres north of Adelaide. It has no dry
stone walls (that I know of) but it connects to Murraytown on the plateau that does have stone walls. But
more interesting is the Port Germein Gorge road, more
correctly Bangor Road, completed in 1880, enabling
farmers from the plateau access to wheat loading at Port
Germein – then the longest jetty in Australia. In principle
this route was a
practical short
cut, not to mention extraordinarily beautiful.
But with forty
five creek crossings and numerous
hairpin
bends
there
were inevitable
accidents and
deaths of teamsters,
horses
and bullocks.
The road was also susceptible
to serious rain
damage and often impassable.

Partly to address unemployment, the road was finally
realigned, with thirteen creek crossings by bridge, and
bituminised in 1935. This process included several kilometres of high quality dry-stone abutments (above), still
in excellent condition when I visited in 2011 and seemingly a lasting credit to the builders. These walls were
augmented by the stunningly beautiful natural walls of
the gorge (see left).
Olive Hutchison, in grade seven at Port Germein Primary
School as work progressed, captured the moment:
At present the Back Creek Gorge is a
hive of industry, over ninety men
being at work, and soon the Gorge of
old will be no more. Gone will be the
thrill of crossing the creek so many
times, gone will be those hair-pin
corners and the steep grades, for the
reconstruction
work
when
completed will have removed much
of the thrill of a ‘trip’ through this
well known spot, but to compensate
will have made it much safer.
What would Olive have made of the Bangor bushfire that
ripped up the Gorge in January 2014? Four days after the
35,000ha fire was declared ‘contained’ Nature dumped
80mm of rain in thirty minutes, all of which tore back
down the Gorge.
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Road repairs

– cont.
At the same time I wonder why those sections that
needed replacement – perhaps fifty per-cent – are mortared. Time will tell if the mortared sections endure as
well as the dry stone did for eighty years. Overall, the
craftsmanship is good but not great.

February 2014
At the time it was rumoured that such was the damage
the road would never be re-opened, but that underestimated the machine power eighty years on from the
earlier rebuild. What still took time and human skill was
the repair of dry stone walls, and the total replacement
of 1.7km of wall that was simply beyond repair.

Repairing

The darker sections at each end are salvaged dry stone,
the central sections are new mortared work
I recently visited to see for myself the repairs. The first
thing about the repair work is that it restored the character of this most scenic and historic route. So, full marks
to SA Department for Infrastructure and Transport for
that. Stone from the original retaining walls has been
reclaimed and reused and new stone brought in from the
original source. The native vegetation has bounced back
as it always does after fire and the average motorist
would scarcely recognise that this is the aftermath of
two devastating events. Fusspots like me will be pleased
that those sections of walls undamaged have been left
intact, just the top course and the capstones mortared.

The character of the road has been maintained
The cheapest option would have been to close and
abandon the road. Next would be gabions and concrete
sleepers. Fortunately taste, integrity and respect for history prevailed. See, it can be done!
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Alluring dry stone walls of Algeria – DSWAIreland

T

he Dry Stone Wall Association of Ireland’s Summer News 2021 carried a fascinating piece that I’m sure has international appeal. The Association (of which I am a member) has graciously allowed its reproduction here. I
have included the editor’s preamble as it sets both the scene and the tone and introduces the source of the story,
DSWAI member Bob ait Jenad (who owns copyright to all of the images).

Is it a wall or is it bedrock?

Blocky wedging. Oh, it’s a wall alright!

ack in Spring of this year we received an email with
some images attached asking what we thought of
these ‘structures’.

The history of this wall is uncertain ... myths about
its builders exist and it involves giants ... nobody
knows how or when it was built ... for sure it is not
Roman as it is not their style of building ... it resembles a bit the wall construction style of the Etruscans of Italy.

B

Initially the close-up photographs almost looked natural
and we just weren’t sure what to think. That said, first
impressions can often be deceiving. Our interest was
piqued.
Getting back to Bob [ait Jenad] we asked for more information, more images perhaps?
What followed was a series of very enjoyable and engaging emails where Bob shared with us some of what he
knew of these fascinating walls. It turned out the first
images were of a very small portion of a series of what
are some quite ancient dry-stone walls, enclosing a vast
area of land.
Not registered anywhere in any archaeological, historical
or scientific records, the mystery and allure of these walls
grew.
When we saw the pictures that followed a really interesting story began to emerge of a wall (or walls) that stretch
way back in time. Back into the folklore of the region.
Tales exist of how it was built by giants.
The walls themselves have been extensively studied by
one passionate person, Ali Hadjaz, who has made 3 documentary films all about them, which you can find on You
Tube. They are in Kabyle language, unfortunately with no
subtitles.
Here is some of what Bob told us [DSWAI] he knows
about the walls and the images he sent us.

Typical Etruscan wall
.… it starts around Dellys on the coast of Algeria
and makes a semi-circle inland before reconnecting
to the land around Azeffoun (another city town on
the coast of Algeria). Some say it goes further west
even, as far as Bejaia (another coastal city) … it is
roughly 80km long, about 70cm in breadth and can
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Walls of Algeria – cont.
reach heights of 8m in some places. Some of the
wall is made of irregular blocks, some seem made
of regular stones between blocks, sometimes it
seems there was some "mortar" (or is it just dust
and soil that collected between the spaces when
the blocks split and hardened up?). In some other
places the stones are perfectly joined without any
space to allow to fit in even a sheet of paper.

Bob says, Ali Hadjaz was able to find out a lot about these
walls whilst making the three films.

Interesting section of wall – looks almost natural?

Screenshot from Bob’s phone showing the conjectural
footprint of one of these walls. That’s a pretty large area

Ali Hadjaz (with style and creativity) gives us an idea of
scale
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Walls of Algeria – cont.
He collected some information amongst the locals.
Some elderly gave him some nice information such
as: The wall was taller before. Many people took
away some of the blocks to re-use them, some
parts of the wall were knocked over to clear the
place and cultivate, some were destroyed by seismics, etc.
It was also noted by one of them that the top part
of the wall was covered by flat slabs all along ...
those flat slabs are of course long gone now.
Algeria is the second richest country of the Mediterranean Sea when it comes to abundance of
archaeological sites – second to Italy.
It is said to be built by a couple of giants: a woman
and a man. The lady was holding their baby
against her chest with one arm and with the other
she was handing the blocks to her husband who
put them into place to build the wall…

Geology
A type of stone very famous and widespread in
North Africa is the Numidian Marbre, it is a sort of
pink-orange marble. It was very famous during the
Roman times as they used it extensively. It is still a
luxurious marble type today. (Numidia was the
ancient name of North Africa spreading roughly
from Tunisia to Algiers)”
Algeria and especially my area called Kabylia … is
still rich in old houses made of stones … stone
building was very popular until very recently. Now
it is slowly getting replaced by houses made of
bricks but it is not the same at all. Houses were
made of stones, soil was covered by stones as well
to make platform or squares, retaining walls were
built with stones too etc.
You can see that in the photo below which is typical
vernacular architecture of Bob’s home region in Algeria.

Not a SINGLE document was written on this wall.
Nothing at all ... I even checked all archaeological
documents from the French time in Algeria but
nothing at all.
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Dry stone construction in Rajasthan
Dr Madhu Sudan Acharya

Gagron Fort at the confluence of Kali Sindh and Aahu rivers
Dr. Madhu Sudan Acharya is the Former Dean, College of Horticulture and Forestry, Kota Agriculture University,
Campus: Jhalawar (Raj.), Following viewing an ABC Landline program on dry stone walling in Australia he has
submitted the following paper for readers of The Flag Stone. Here he describes dry stone walls in city fortification; agricultural farm boundaries; and other building structures in Hadoti region of Rajasthan. In particular he
points to the need for appropriate restoration of dry stone walls and structures and awareness of the benefits
of this technology, with particular reference to the Jhalawar district of Rajasthan State.

I

ntroduction

Dry stone walling was a common construction technique
practised by primitive people the world over. These walls
provided safety and protection from predators and natural disasters. Dry stone walling predates the invention of
the wheel as early as the 10th millennium BC.1 In India
records indicate that a cyclopean wall encircling the old
city of Rajgir (Bihar) existed about 2500 years ago. Rajgir,
the capital city of the thriving Magadha empire, had dry
stone wall fortification extending about 40 kilometres.2
On account of the low cost; ease in workability and
availability of materials, dry stone construction technology is very common even in present times in Himalayan hill
areas (Himachal Pradesh and Uttarakhand) and other
states like Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh.

Dry stone fortification wall at Rajgir (Bihar)
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Rajasthan

– cont.
other structures. The earliest period of construction was
with dry stone followed by mud mortar and then lime
mortar as binding material. Various castes (e.g. Silawat,
Mehar and Oad) were master craftsmen (masons) in this
technique. Local farmers also worked along with them
and constructed farm boundaries with undressed stones
and limestone waste from the mines. They used very
simple accessories such as the plumb bob, spirit level and
thin ropes. The following are some examples of the dry
stone constructions.

Dry stone houses in Himachal Pradesh
Dry stone as a construction material and technique has
been used in
●Fortification walls in forts, cities and farm boundaries
●Pathways, entrances and enclosures in temple complexes
●Barriers to flowing waters to prevent soil erosion
●Retaining walls in small reservoirs and open wells
●Hunan and animal shelters.

Dry stone construction in Hadoti region, Rajasthan

Dry stone wall construction with limestone quarry waste

Jhalawar city, district headquarters (24° 35' N and 76° 09’
E) in south-east Rajasthan, is situated 330 kilometres
from Jaipur, the state capital in India.

Gagron Fort is twelve kilometres from Jhalawar town in
a north-east direction at the confluence of the Kalisindh
and Aahu rivers. The foundation of this fort is a massive
Vindhyan sandstone outcrop and hence it is referred to
as a hill fort. The fort is surrounded by rivers on three
sides and on the fourth side a deep rocky trench or moat,
culminating at the main gate on the west side. It was thus
a formidable task to attack and conquer this fort, protected as it was with two rows of fortification walls and
surrounding natural river water barriers, as well as the
deep rocky trench. According to Hindu mythology this
place was called Galkangiri-galkan Hill meaning a meditation site (hilltop monastery) of Vedic Saint Garga. 3

This region is bounded by extension of Mukundra hill and
Vindhyan hill ranges. Sandstone, limestone and basalt
have long been abundantly available in the area as the
main material for construction of hill forts; dwelling
houses; agriculture farm boundaries; open wells and
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Rajasthan – cont.
Though the earliest construction work seems to have
been started in 7th century AD, it was during the reign
of King Bijaldev of the Parmar dynasty that the fort was
established in 1195 AD. Later, it was ruled by Khichi
dynasty kings for over 300 years. The Muslim king of
Mandu (Malwa) seized the fort in 1423 AD when King
Achaldas Khichi lost his life in the battle. The famous
“Jauhar '' (suicidal jumping into fire by the royal ladies
on death of the king) was performed at this site. During
the British period, it was under the rule of the princely
state of Kota as a strategic military fort to keep the
Pindaries and Marathas at bay.
Presently, the fort is under the custody of the Department of Tourism, Government of Rajasthan. Because of
its unique position as a hill fort, along with five others,
UNESCO has listed the site under World Heritage in
2013.

colour) and water. Whilst it has been used in plastering
work in many Mughal-period repairs and renovations in
Jaipur (Rajasthan), it is also often used in other regions
by consultants attempting to suggest authenticity. However different regions had different styles of construction, and it is the original style that should be used in
renovation. Unfortunately government agencies do not
pay attention to such details. Thus, the old grandeur of
dry stone wall fortifications get lost. Conservation and
restoration of such sites should only be adopted with
due regard to retention of originality..
Heritage conservation – the future?
There is a large number of heritage sites in Jhalawar
district, however, conservation strategies need to be
developed with due regard to originality by the government departments ensuring local citizens’ participation
in restoration, up-keep and care of such sites. Modern
innovations in techniques of dry stone construction
could be incorporated in skill enhancement of local
craftsmen. It should be our endeavor to formalize and
implement a proposal in dry stone technology through
Indian National Trust for Art, Culture and Heritage (INTACH), a New Delhi based N.G.O
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Dry stone wall at entrance to fort
Since construction activities continued for longer periods under different rulers, different materials and techniques of respective periods were employed. Earliest
remains are the walls on the right and left side of the
entrance to the inner palace. Large undressed Vindhyan sandstones were arranged using dry stone technique up to about 6-8m height. However, as we pass
the entrance, use of lime mortar and lime plaster can
be seen in the palace complex for the commons and in
the queen’s quarters. Though use of lime as a building
material has been found in the Pyramids of Giza (Egypt)
and sites in Jordan since 7000-6000 years BC, it was
only during the reign of Mughals that lime in different
forms was used in India.4 It seems probable that during
the occupation by Muslim rulers, outer and inner walls
and parts of the palace were renovated and repaired
with lime mortars and lime plaster.
It is a pity that after UNESCO’s listing of Gagron (and the
other forts) as a heritage site, in the name of development, dry stone walls, too, have been repaired with
surkhi. This is lime with finely burnt brick powder (for

Thanks to Mr. S.N.Ghatia, Mr. Rajpal Sharma (Convener,
INTACH, Jhalawar Chapter), Dr. Tulika Acharya and Mr.
Mukul Acharya for their valuable suggestions and refinement of the paper. Author is indebted to Dr.Bruce Munday for his encouragement to prepare this paper with
emphasis on Gagron Hill Fort.
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Letters
Dear Editor

Who’s who in DSWAA
President: Vacant

Readers might be interested a series of photos showing the V Pres: Vacant
stuart1962@bigpond.com
dry stone waterway tunnel built to take running water up to Secretary: Stuart Read
enquiries@dswaa.org.au
the Yarnbury lead mines near Grassington in Yorkshire.
bruce.m42@bigpond.com
This and a series of other shots were taken by TJ Blackwell Treasurer: Bruce Munday
lynallison4@gmail.com
in 2009 and illustrate some superb dry stone work. They can Membership: Lyn Allison
The Flag Stone Editor: Bruce Munday
be viewed on Flicker.
0417 895 249 bruce.m42@bigpond.com
Yours, Alison Hastings (DSWAA member), Exeter, SA
Committee Members:
Jane Boot
janeboot@hotmail.com
Andrew Garner
andezandliza95@gmail.com
Joshua Henderson
joshua.d.henderson@gmail.com
Jim Holdsworth
jim@planningcollaborative.com.au
Raelene Marshall
raelenemar@optusnet.com.au

Membership
Annual membership fee
Single

$30 ($80 for 3 years)

Couple

$50 ($130 for 3 years)

Cheque: DSWAA Inc. and posted to DSWAA Membership, 87 Esplanade West, Port Melbourne 3207; or
Bank Deposit at any branch of the ANZ Bank or EFT: BSB
013 373, Ac. no. 4997 47356
*Clearly indicate membership identity of payer*
New members

he Association’s vision is that dry stone walls and

T dry stone structures (dsw&dss) are widely accepted

Complete the online membership form on our website:
Alternatively email or post name, address, phone
number/s, and area of interest (eg waller, farmer, heritage, etc) to the membership secretary (above).
Renewals
Annual fees are due May 31 after the first full year of
membership. We send renewal notices prior to this.

for their unique place in the history, and culture of the
nation and for the legacy they represent.

Photos

Our goals are:
●

To inform and educate the nation about the cultural significance of dsw&dss in Australia and their associations and
meanings for past, present and future generations.

●

To document dsw&dss and draw on historical records in
order to encourage appreciation, conservation, maintenance, repair and interpretation of those of cultural significance.

●

To establish disciplines and accreditation systems that
can contribute to the care and construction of dsw&dss.

●

To assist in ensuring that new construction, demolition,
intrusions and other changes do not adversely affect the
cultural significance of dsw&dss and that modern uses of
them are compatible.

●

To respect Indigenous heritage places and cultural values,
and, in particular, to assist in the conservation of those
associated with dsw&dss.
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P3
P4
P 5-7
P 8-9
P 9 (bottom)
P 10
P 11
P 12
P 13-15
P 16-18
P 19

K Munday
Griffith City Council
Griffith City Council, L Wallace
A Miller
B Hogg
R Mulligan
I forget who sent me this - sorry!
A Garner
B Munday
tl & tr DIT; bl B Munday; br K Munday
Bob ait Jenad
Madhu Sudan Acharya
T J Blackwell
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